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SUMMARY
Human antibody repertoire data captured through next-generation sequencing (NGS) has enabled deeper in-
sights into B cell immunogenetics and paratope diversity. By analyzing large public NGS datasets, we map
the landscape of non-canonical cysteines in human variable heavy-chain domains (VHs) at the repertoire
level. We identify remarkable usage of non-canonical cysteines within the heavy-chain complementarity-
determining region 3 (CDR-H3) and other CDRs and framework regions. Furthermore, our study reveals
the diversity and location of non-canonical cysteines and their associated motifs in human VHs, which are
reminiscent of and more complex than those found in other non-human species such as chicken, camel,
llama, shark, and cow. These results explain how non-canonical cysteines strategically occur in the human
antibodyome to expand its paratope space. This study will guide the design of human antibodies harboring
disulfide-stabilized long CDR-H3s to access difficult-to-target epitopes and influence a paradigm shift in de-
velopability involving non-canonical cysteines.
INTRODUCTION

Cysteines in human antibodies play a fundamental structural role

by forming intra- and inter-chain disulfide bonds (Frangione

et al., 1969). They are found at the core in each of the immuno-

globulin (Ig) domains and connect the polypeptide chains of an

antibody molecule, which are encoded by variable gene (V

gene) and constant gene (C gene) segments (Tonegawa, 1983)

and referred as canonical cysteines. However, non-canonical

cysteines are normally encoded by certain human diversity

gene (D gene) segments, mainly IGHD2 and other D gene fam-

ilies. Non-canonical cysteines are thought to be less prevalent

in human compared with species such as chicken (Wu et al.,

2012), camel (Muyldermans et al., 1994), llama (Harmsen et al.,

2000), shark (Feng et al., 2019; Stanfield et al., 2004), and cow

(Haakenson et al., 2019; Saini et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2013).

Non-canonical cysteines in these non-human species form

various intra-heavy-chain complementarity-determining region

3 (CDR-H3) disulfide bonds and disulfide bonds between CDR-

H3 and other CDRs or with framework regions (FRs). These

non-canonical cysteines are vital in generating the diversity of

antibody repertoires and distinct antigen-combining site struc-

tures and in mediating functions (Conroy et al., 2017; de los

Rios et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2019; Finlay and Almagro, 2012).

Lately, X-ray crystal structures of several human antibodies

(Flyak et al., 2018; Kong et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014; Sui et al.,

2009; Wu et al., 2015; Ying et al., 2015) have revealed non-ca-

nonical cysteines to be mostly encoded by members of the

IGDH2 family, forming disulfide motifs in CDR-H3s. Two previ-

ous studies have reported on the presence of non-canonical
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
cysteines using a limited number of human antibody sequences

(Chen et al., 2017; Zemlin et al., 2003) and suggested that the

two-cysteine motifs found in human CDR-H3s, namely, CXnC,

where Xn is the distance between the two cysteines in terms of

amino acid (aa) length, could be useful as diversity elements.

However, knowledge of the frequency and diversity of non-ca-

nonical cysteines and their associated motifs in human antibody

VH repertoires has remained obscure.

Recently, next-generation sequencing (NGS) of human anti-

body repertoires has provided information on immunogenetic di-

versity with unprecedented depth and detail. More than 130

million annotated sequences of CDR-H3s from multiple individ-

uals were made publicly available by two studies (Briney et al.,

2019; DeWitt et al., 2016). Here, we analyzed these datasets to

decipher the landscape and diversity of non-canonical cysteines

in the human CDR-H3 repertoire. We determined the numbers,

prevalence, and patterns with which non-canonical cysteines

and potential disulfide motifs are present in CDR-H3s. We iden-

tified a remarkably high level of cysteine usage, mainly in long

CDR-H3s, and various potential disulfide bonds that could

form within CDR-H3s and possibly between CDR-H3s and other

CDRs or FRs. These results may strongly suggest an evolu-

tionary relationship between the variable heavy-chain domains

(VHs) of human and those of other species (de los Rios et al.,

2015). In particular, our analysis exposed the two-cysteine

CXnC motifs (n = 4) that existed in more than 3 million unique

CDR-H3s, of which several thousand were distinctive tetrapep-

tide motifs. In addition, we found that higher numbers of cyste-

ines, three to eight, formed diverse and unique motifs that

were not previously recognized in human CDR-H3s. We further
Cell Reports 31, 107831, June 30, 2020 ª 2020 The Author(s). 1
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reviewed the diverse structural mechanisms and functions of

known human antibodies that dominantly use the disulfidemotifs

in their CDR-H3s to recognize various antigens. Altogether, this

study discovered potential immunogenetic characteristics of hu-

man repertoire shaped by the presence of non-canonical cyste-

ines and non-canonical disulfide bridges in VHs that are thought

to be rare in or absent from humans. These identified non-canon-

ical cysteines in CDR-H3s of expressed human repertoires can

form a new and complex paratope space that one might explore

to find solutions for challenging antigen targets. Furthermore,

these results provide a deeper understanding of germline-en-

coded and somatic hypermutation (SHM)-generated non-ca-

nonical cysteine motifs in human antibody VH repertoires and

have wide implications for the development of human anti-

body-based technologies.

RESULTS

Immunogenetic Analysis Reveals High Frequency,
Extensive Diversity, and Recurring Patterns of Non-
canonical Cysteines
We surveyed the landscape of non-canonical cysteines in the ex-

pressed human antibody VH repertoires through analysis of two

large NGS datasets; the circulating B cell populations of ten hu-

man subjects (Briney et al., 2019) (dataset A) and the circulating

naive and memory B cells of three human donors (DeWitt et al.,

2016) (dataset B). Dataset A contained annotated sequences of

nearly 3 billion VH sequences representing more than 106.5

million unique antibodies from consensus clusters, with available

in-frame VH and CDR-H3 sequences, Ig isotypes, IgG subtypes,

and IGHV, IGHD, and IGHJ gene families (Briney et al., 2019).

The frequency of non-canonical cysteines in CDR-H3s of dataset

A ranged from 8.5% to 16.7%, with a median value 14.2%, as

shown by the breakdown values for the number of non-canonical

cysteines in Table S1. The number of non-canonical cysteines in

CDR-H3s ranged from one to eight, which was unexpected in

human, because the higher cysteine numbers are hallmarks of

antibodies from chicken (Wu et al., 2012), shark (Feng et al.,

2019), and cow (Wang et al., 2013). We identified more than 12

million unique VH sequences from IgM- and IgG-derived anti-

bodies, which is 11.3% of the repertoire sequences that have

at least one non-canonical cysteine in their CDR-H3s. The bivar-

iate normal density plot of the non-canonical cysteine residue

distribution showed that human CDR-H3s containing non-ca-

nonical cysteines associate with diverse IGHV germline families

and Ig isotypes of circulating B cells (Figure S1). The IgM reper-

toire was found to contain most non-canonical cysteines, as well

as thewidest range in cysteine numbers, indicating that it has the

largest pool of antibody sequences bearing diverse cysteinemo-

tifs in CDR-H3s. It was also observed that 1,298,403 unique

cysteine-containing CDR-H3s associated with more than one

germline IGHV gene or Ig isotype. The existence of IgD could

not be reliably determined using the current dataset. However,

because IgD is a spliced variant of the pre-mRNA that produces

IgM (Gutzeit et al., 2018), and cysteine-containing CDR-H3s are

quite abundant in IgM, it is reasonable to presume that cysteine-

containing CDR-H3s are likely to be present in IgDs. However,

this assumption, if validated, will imply that cysteine-containing
2 Cell Reports 31, 107831, June 30, 2020
CDR-H3s are prevalent across all Ig classes and IGHV germline

families.

Dataset B included nearly 30 million unique CDR-H3s of hu-

man B cell receptor (BCR) sequences from the naive and mem-

ory repertoires of three donors (DeWitt et al., 2016). In this,

3,019,883 human CDR-H3s with at least one non-canonical

cysteine residue were identified, i.e., 10.2% of the total number

of repertoire sequences. The different numbers of non-canonical

cysteines in dataset B are shown in Table S2. In this dataset, the

maximum number of cysteines found was 7 and occurred only in

one donor (D1). An interesting observation from this dataset was

that naive population in all donors consistently showed 2% fewer

cysteines in CDR-H3s than the memory population, suggesting

that a subpopulation of cysteines in CDR-H3s might have been

added through SHM. We further noticed that odd-numbered

cysteines (one, three, or five) were 2%–5% more likely in the

memory population (Table S2). In datasets A and B, most

cysteine-containing CDR-H3s had either one or two cysteines,

as previously reported (Chen et al., 2017; Zemlin et al., 2003).

However, this analysis provided evidence for unusual diversity

involving two non-canonical cysteines. It also showed the pres-

ence of three to eight non-canonical cysteines in several human

CDR-H3s that had not been seen previously in human. These

findings prompted a detailed analysis to discover the diversity

of patterns and motifs associated with these non-canonical

cysteines.

We observed �10% of CDR-H3s contained one or two non-

canonical cysteines in the human VH repertoires (Tables S1

and S2). In the genome, 23 human germline D gene allele seg-

ments encode either one or two non-canonical cysteines; 10 of

them are found in a 50-30 direct orientation and 13 are found in

a 30-50 inverted orientation (Table S3A). Specifically, D gene seg-

ments in inverted orientations accounted for�2.5% of CDR-H3s

containing non-canonical cysteines expressed in human VH

repertoire (Table S3B). These results clearly showed the usage

of inverted IGHD genes in the expressed human antibody reper-

toire, which has remained inconclusive so far because of the

smaller datasets used in previous studies (Benichou et al.,

2013; Ohm-Laursen et al., 2006). We also observed that D genes

that do not encode non-canonical cysteines could be involved in

the formation of CDR-H3s containing non-canonical cysteines,

albeit at smaller percentages (Tables S3A and S3B). Thesemight

be due to mutational hotspots in D genes, base changes through

junctional modification, or a combination of both. Therefore, we

expected reasonable distribution of non-canonical cysteines

upon VDJ recombination in CDR-H3s of human VH repertoires.

We classified unique antibodies based on the number of non-ca-

nonical cysteines in CDR-H3s, ranging from one to eight, as

shown in Figure 1A. Among these, CDR-H3s containing two cys-

teines were the most prevalent, with 6,630,839 sequences

(6.2%), followed by CDR-H3s containing a single cysteine, with

4,985,244 sequences (4.7%) (Table S1). Altogether, they ac-

counted for 96.4% of the non-canonical cysteine-containing

CDR-H3 repertoire. The higher numbers of non-canonical cyste-

ines, three to eight, were in relatively low abundance, as indi-

cated by their frequencies (Table S1). In particular, seven or eight

non-canonical cysteines in CDR-H3s were determined to be a

rare occurrence, because only 146 and 10, respectively, were



Figure 1. Analysis of Non-canonical Cysteines in Human CDR-H3s

(A) Pie charts showing the number of CDR-H3s with non-canonical cysteine residues ranging from 1 to 8 as identified in dataset A.

(B) Length distributions of CDR-H3s versus number of cysteines, along with their mean values. Color codes refer to the number of cysteines.

(C) Cysteine motifs observed in human CDR-H3s displaying a diverse pattern of number of cysteines and CDR-H3 length diversity. C1–C8, cysteine residues;

X1–X9, number of other aas between cysteines and/or flanking them (see Figure S6).

(D) Number of unique CDR-H3s with contiguous cysteines occurring mostly as duplets and triplets and rarely up to septuplets found in human.
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found out of more than 106 million antibodies in dataset A.

However, they were found in multiple individuals, implying that

their occurrence is not sporadic.

We further analyzed the relationship between the presence of

non-canonical cysteines and the lengths of CDR-H3s (Fig-

ure 1B; Figure S2). We observed that the number of non-canon-

ical cysteines found in CDR-H3s increased as the length of

CDR-H3 increased, particularly for up to five cysteines (Fig-

ure 1B). The percentages of all antibodies, with and without

non-canonical cysteines, in CDR-H3 lengths of 1–15 aa

(average), 16–25 aa (long), and 26–39 aa (ultra-long) were

5.5%, 4.4%, and 0.1%, respectively, as observed in dataset

A (Figure S2A). The percentages of antibodies containing

non-canonical cysteines only, as observed in dataset A, were

8.7%, 18.9%, and 27.8% for CDR-H3s with lengths of 1–15

aa (average), 16–25 aa (long), and 26–39 aa (ultra-long), respec-

tively (Figure S2B). Similar trends were observed for dataset B,

for which the percentages of all antibodies with CDR-H3

lengths of 1–15 aa (average), 16–25 aa (long), and 26–39 aa (ul-

tra-long) were 7.8%, 8.6%, and 0.3%, respectively. In contrast,

the percentages of antibodies with non-canonical cysteines

only were 5.4%, 15.9%, and 28.4% for average, long, and ul-

tra-long CDR-H3s, respectively (Figures S2C and S2D).

To identify cysteinemotifs and their unique patterns, we clas-

sified the cysteine motifs of CDR-H3s as tandem cysteines, C1

through C8, that are separated and/or flanked by different

lengths of other aas, X1 through X9 (Figure 1C). Thus, a two-

cysteine motif can be defined by the notation X1C1X2C2X3,

where the two cysteines are separated by an X2 number of

aas and flanked by X1 and X3 numbers of aas. Similarly,

CDR-H3s with the three- and four-cysteine motifs are repre-
sented by X1C1X2C2X3C3X4 and X1C1X2C2X3C3X4C4X5.

This analysis revealed multiple, contiguous cysteines that

commonly occurred as duplets and triplets and rarely up to

septuplets in CDR-H3s, which were previously unknown in hu-

man (Figure 1D). Until this point, these types of contiguous cys-

teines in CDR-H3s were observed only in antibodies derived

from chicken (Wu et al., 2012), cows (Wang et al., 2013), and

sharks (Feng et al., 2019). The higher frequency of cysteine-du-

plet occurrence (Figure 1D) could result from the predominate

usage of the IGHD6-13*01 germline gene in 30-50 inverted orien-

tation reading frame 3 that encodes two contiguous cysteines.

It is also possible that diversification events, such as through

SHM (Brenner and Milstein, 1966), V(DD)J recombination (Bri-

ney et al., 2012), or combinations thereof, may lead to the for-

mation of contiguous cysteines. Thus, these results revealed

human CDR-H3s harbor a complex pattern of cysteines that

can potentially create a diverse set of paratopes for unique an-

tigen binding.

As we observed earlier, CDR-H3s containing two cysteines

were the most prevalent. Although CDR-H3s with even

numbers of cysteines might allow for the formation of intra-

CDR-H3 disulfide bonds, an unpaired cysteine found in

CDR-H3 could potentially form a disulfide bond with a free

cysteine in other parts of the VH region. For example, a non-

canonical cysteine that naturally exists in the germline-en-

coded CDR-H1 of the IGHV2-70*01 lineage (Lefranc et al.,

1999) could be available for a free cysteine in CDR-H3 to

form an inter-CDR disulfide bond. More strikingly, we

observed that 13,389 VH sequences of the IGHV2-70*01

germline origin was associated with CDR-H3s containing

non-canonical cysteines, ranging from one to four. Markedly,
Cell Reports 31, 107831, June 30, 2020 3



Figure 2. Frequencies and Locations of Non-

canonical Cysteines in Human CDR-H3s and

Other Parts of VHs as Observed in Dataset A

(A–H) Pie charts with the larger arcs showing the

frequencies of VHs with CDR-H3 non-canonical

cysteines, one through eight that are represented by

(A) through (H), respectively. The smaller arcs show

the frequencies for VHs with non-canonical cyste-

ines observed at both CDR-H3 and other parts of

VHs, namely, other heavy-chain CDRs and FRs.

Therefore, VHs in smaller arcs could potentially have

various disulfide bonds between those non-canon-

ical cysteines in CDR-H3s and any of the non-ca-

nonical cysteines from CDRs or FRs, which are

reminiscent of disulfide bonds discovered in anti-

bodies from chicken, camel, llama, shark, and cow.

(I) Schematic depicting the locations of non-ca-

nonical cysteines (yellow) in CDR-H1, FR2, CDR-

H2, and FR3 of human VHs. In FR2 and CDR-H2,

non-canonical cysteine can occur at either end.

Their locations are shown by the WebLogos. The

number of sequences contributing to each logo is

given. A single cysteine in CDR-H3s was simulta-

neously found with an unpaired cysteine in other

regions of VHs, indicating potentially diverse non-

canonical disulfide bonds in human VHs (dotted

lines).
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we found that 72% of those CDR-H3s contained free cyste-

ines, suggesting potential disulfide bonds between non-ca-

nonical cysteines of CDR-H3s and germline-encoded cyste-

ines of CDR-H1s. Likewise, a SHM-generated cysteine could

appear anywhere in the antibody variable regions that may

also mediate a non-canonical disulfide bond with the unpaired

cysteine in CDR-H3. To this end, we calculated the fre-

quencies of VH sequences that have non-canonical cysteines

in FR1, CDR-H1, FR2, CDR-H2, or FR3, in addition to that

found in CDR-H3s using dataset A, because it had full-length

VH sequences as shown in Figure 2. In these pie charts, the

major arcs represent the percentage of VH sequences that

have non-canonical cysteines only at their CDR-H3s. The

smaller arcs show the percentage of VH sequences that

have non-canonical cysteines both at their CDR-H3s and in

other parts of VH regions, such as FR1, CDR-H1, FR2, CDR-

H2, or FR3. For instance, Figure 2A shows that 7.8% of VH se-

quences, as represented by the smaller arc in the pie chart,

contain a single free cysteine in CDR-H3s but have

additional non-canonical cysteines elsewhere in the VH. The
4 Cell Reports 31, 107831, June 30, 2020
same holds true for the other pie charts

in Figures 2B–2G. In Figure 2A, we iden-

tified 313,492 VHs that had single cyste-

ines in CDR-H3s and another cysteine

elsewhere in their VHs. Sequence anal-

ysis of these VHs revealed the locations

of these non-canonical cysteine within

and outside CDR-H3s. In the variable re-

gion, these cysteines are found in one of

the following positions: at the end of

CDR-H1, on one or the other end of
CDR-H2 and FR2, and at the beginning of FR3 (Figure 2I).

Moreover, we observed that these non-canonical cysteines

at those specific locations in CDR-H1, FR2, CDR-H2, or FR3

are generally near CDR-H3s, as seen in the three-dimensional

structures of antibodies, suggesting potential for disulfide

bond formation. These results suggest that human antibodies,

like those in chicken, camel, llama, shark, and cow, probably

use non-canonical cysteines for paratope diversification. It is

also conceivable that like the other non-human species

mentioned earlier, humans use non-canonical disulfide bonds

to stabilize antibodies. The potential for disulfide bond forma-

tion between CDR-H3s and other parts of VH regions, such as

CDR-H1, FR2, CDR-H2, and FR3, in human antibodies is quite

analogous to non-canonical disulfide bonds existing in anti-

body repertoires of chicken, camel, llamas, and shark (de

los Rios et al., 2015; Finlay and Almagro, 2012). What is

remarkable is that although each of these non-human species

has unique non-canonical disulfides, because of the number

and location of the non-canonical cysteines, humans appear

to have exceptionally unique features in their antibodyome



Figure 3. CXnC Motifs in Human CDR-H3s

(A) Contour plot showing the categories of CXnC

motifs in human CDR-H3s with a distance of 0 to 28

aa (CXnC, n = 0–28). The relative abundance of the

lengths (Xn, aa distance) between two cysteines is

plotted against count values of log10 for 4,279,148

CXnC motifs in dataset A. Shown in red are exam-

ples of the lengths with Xn = 2, 3, 4, 6, 15, and 16

that have been reported to exhibit functional ac-

tivities with known structures (Figure S5). Shown in

blue are the other CXnC motifs for which no func-

tional activities have yet been ascribed.

(B) Diverse CXnC motifs observed in the present

study, showing a high-frequency motif selected as

an example for each Xn value, are shown in stacked

WebLogos.
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compared with these other species. It is therefore tantalizing

to imagine that the paratope space of humans is larger than

previously thought.

CXnC Motifs Display an Extraordinary Sequence
Diversity
The two-cysteine motif, CXnC, in human CDR-H3s was the most

prevalent type of non-canonical cysteine motif identified and

found in 6,630,839 and 2,270,432 unique human antibodies in

datasets A and B, respectively (Tables S1 and S2). These se-

quences contain a range of CXnC motifs in terms of aa length

and diversity between cysteines and potentially forming intra-

CDR-H3 disulfide bonds. Previously, a handful of structural

studies showed that disulfide-containing CDR-H3 motifs in hu-

man antibodies play important roles in antigen recognition (Al-

magro et al., 2012; Doria-Rose et al., 2014; Flyak et al., 2018;

Kong et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015; Ying et al.,

2015). This prompted us to analyze the diversity of the CXnCmo-

tifs within CDR-H3s of human antibody repertoires and correlate

those motifs to known antigen binding modes and functions.

Furthermore, previous sequence analyses using smaller data-

sets showed that the two cysteines had Xn separation of 0–12

aa only, although most of them were generally separated by 4

aa (Chen et al., 2017; Zemlin et al., 2003). However, our analysis

exposed a range of Xn values up to 28 aa and associated cyste-

ines motifs in CDR-H3s at the repertoire level. In Figure 3A, a

contour plot in red highlights human antibodies containing

CXnC motifs (n = 2, 3, 4, 6, 15, and 16) associated with known

structures and functions. The contour plot in blue in Figure 3A

represents antibodies containing other CXnC motifs existing in

the human antibody repertoire but for which no functional activ-

ities are known. We observed remarkable diversity of CXnC mo-

tifs within CDR-H3s, comprising 4,472 unique patterns of the

type X1C1X2C2X3 (Figure 1C), for which high-frequency, two-

cysteine motifs with different Xn values of 1 to 24 aa were

selected and shown as WebLogos in Figure 3B.

TheCX4Cmotif accounted for nearly 75%of all CXnCmotifs as

observed in dataset A. The higher frequency of the CX4C motif

could be largely determined by diverse IGHD2 germline families

that mostly encode two cysteines separated by 4 aa, including

SSTS, SGGS, TNGV, and TGGV (Table S3A). We found IGHD2

families ofmore than 19% in dataset A (Table S3B). Nonetheless,

we identified 34,266 unique tetrapeptides embedded between
the two cysteine residues of CX4C motifs, with occurrences up

to 1,279,138. An aerial view of those tetrapeptides within CX4C

motifs is shown by a Treemap chart in Figure 4A. The IGHD2

germline-encoded tetrapeptides had a high prevalence of

SSTS (1,279,138), SGGS (943,206), and TNGV (113,917) across

dataset A. However, the other IGHD2 germline encoding the

TGGV tetrapeptide had a lower frequency of 3,182. Notably,

118 high-frequency tetrapeptides appearing at least 1,000 times

within CX4C motifs of human CDR-H3s in dataset A were identi-

fied (Figure S3). Furthermore, we calculated position-specific aa

compositions of the tetrapeptides within the CX4C motif and

found three germline-encoded aas (S, G, and T) predominate,

as shown in Figure 4B. Specifically, the usage of S was found

to be 83%, 49%, and 80% at positions aa1, aa2, and aa4,

respectively, whereas G/S and G/T were found to be 88% at

both position aa2 and position aa3. All other 19 aas appeared

at lower frequencies. Apart from the CX4C motifs, the IGHD2-

21 gene encoded the CX3C motif containing the germline tripep-

tide GGD, which resulted in the formation of 385,746 unique

CDR-H3s, as observed in dataset A. This adds to the diversity

of potential disulfide-bonded CXnC motifs. Thus, IGHD2 germ-

line diversity, along with sequence lengths and diversities of

the aas that separate and/or flank the cysteines and potential

SHM, gave rise to 3,226,652 unique CDR-H3s in dataset A.

CXnC Motifs Play a Determining Role in the Structure
and Function of Antibodies
To understand structural and functional aspects of non-canoni-

cal cysteines, we performed analysis of the Protein Data Bank

(PDB) and investigated immunogenetic origin of disulfide motifs

in CDR-H3s of human antibodies and the role they play in inter-

actions with antigens. We identified twelve human antibodies in

complexes with various antigens (Figure S4) and twenty-five in

apo forms (Figure S5) that had CXnC motifs within their CDR-

H3s. These structurally characterized human antibodies contain-

ing CDR-H3 disulfidemotifs showed a spectrum of functional ac-

tivities and epitope specificity. These antibodies use the disulfide

motifs of CDR-H3s, engaging in different binding modes, to

target diverse viral antigens, including HIV, influenza, HCV,

RSV, MERS CoV, and HCMV and other human proteins such

as lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT), Tau peptide,

BLyS receptor 3 (BR3), celiac disease-specific gluten peptide,

and L-rhamnose of Streptococcus pneumoniae (Figure S4).
Cell Reports 31, 107831, June 30, 2020 5



Figure 4. Landscape of CX4C Motifs in Human CDR-H3s

(A) Treemap chart showing an aerial view of 34,266 unique tetrapeptides embedded between the two cysteines in CX4C motifs, ranging in frequencies from 1 to

1,279,138, as found in dataset A. The top three peptides with higher prevalence are shown with numbers in the Treemap chart. These are the only D gene

germline-encoded products. There were 118 high-frequency tetrapeptides that are not D germline encoded but appeared more than 1,000 times in CX4C motifs

of human CDR-H3s (see Figure S3).

(B) Histogram of position-specific frequency of aa usage (counts) within the CX4C motif as found in 3,226,652 unique human CDR-H3s.
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These antibodies used prominently expressed IGHV genes

such as 1-69, 1-2, 3-23, 3-30, 3-36, 4-31, 4-59, and 5-51, pairing

with both IGLV and IGKV genes (Figure S5). In these crystal

structures, CDR-H3s, with lengths ranging from 16 to 38 aa, pre-

sented various disulfide motifs, including CX2C, CX3C, CX4C,

CCX5CX4C, CX6C, CX15C, and CX16C.

Next, we analyzed the immunogenetic origins of non-canoni-

cal cysteine motifs, including D gene usage, junctional modifica-

tion, D-D fusion, and potential SHM, with specific examples

as observed in the PDB. In Figures S5A–S5G, of all heavy chains

of anti-HIV VRC-class antibodies, four of them originate from the

HV1-2 gene family and three originate from the HV3-30 family.

Among those anti-HIV antibodies, VRC08C, 45-VRC01.H08.F-

117225, and VRC08 contain CCX5CX4C motifs, which form a

pair of disulfide bonds in the 25-aa-long CDR-H3s (Figure 5A)

and create distinct binding surfaces for antigen binding (Wu

et al., 2015). We identified a four-cysteine motif of the same

CCX5CX4C type in 46 CDR-H3s in dataset A as depicted in Fig-

ure 5B. A circular phylogenetic tree showing the relationship

among CDR-H3s bearing CCX5CX4C motifs from 46 human an-

tibodies and VRC01-class antibodies is illustrated in Figure 5C.

We further identified that the 46 VHs had diverse IGHV germline

lineages, as well as CDR-H3 lengths ranging from 14 to 31 aa

(Figure 5D). We could predict that the CCX5CX4C motif may

have originated from IGHD6-13 and IGHD2 family genes,

because these D genes encode contiguous double cysteines

and CX4C motifs, respectively. Furthermore, we were able to

identity 12 unique CDR-H3s containing the CCX5CX4C motif in

dataset B (data not shown). In addition, we looked at a third data-

set that consisted of NGS-derived B cell repertoire from three in-

dividuals to find high-frequency shared clonotypes (Soto et al.,

2019) that were curated and included in the cAb-Rep database

(Guo et al., 2019). Our analysis of these datasets also yielded

44 CDR-H3 sequences that contain the CCX5CX4C motif.
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Thus, these results confirmed the prevalence of the CCX5CX4C

motif at the repertoire level from multiple individuals in different

datasets.

In the case of CX2C motifs (Figures S5A, S5H, and S5Y), as

well as for the CX6C motif (Figure S5U), the germline origins

could only have been attributed to SHM events, because IGHD

germline segments do not encode two cysteines separated by

either a dipeptide or a hexapeptide. Similarly, CX15C and

CX16C motifs, shown in Figures S5E–S5G, were thought to

have originated from P- and N-nucleotide addition and point mu-

tations, as previously explained (Doria-Rose et al., 2014). The

CX3C motif (Figure S5R) containing the tripeptide sequence

GGD was found to have a clear IGHD2-21 germline origin,

because the tripeptide sequence is fully germline encoded (Ta-

ble S3A). 14 of 25 human antibodies containing non-canonical

cysteines with known 3D structures have the CX4C motif in

CDR-H3s (Figures S5I–S5Q, S5S, S5T, and S5V–S5X). We per-

formed a detailed structural analysis of the 6 residue loops

constituting the CX4C motif and found that it has wide structural

diversity stabilized with disulfide bonds and other hydrogen

bonds in some instances (Figure 6A). Here, structural conforma-

tions of CX4Cmotifs were defined by dihedral angles, 4 and c, of

central residues of the tetrapeptides and disulfide bonds (Fig-

ure 6B), which resemble 4-residue b turns observed in protein

structures (de Brevern, 2016; Venkatachalam, 1968). We further

identified IGHD2 family genes as the main germline gene for

CX4C motifs, because tetrapeptides flanked by two cysteines

had sequence matches or similarities with corresponding germ-

line residues of IGHD2 genes (Figure 6B). Furthermore, we noted

from the structural details of twenty-five human antibodies that

CDR-H3s exhibit unique conformations tethered by disulfide-

bonded cysteines and mediate antibody-antigen interactions

through various bindingmodes and novel mechanisms of action.

In general, CDR-H3s with cysteine motifs CX2C, CX3C, CX4C,



Figure 5. CCX5CX4C Cysteine Motifs in Human CDR-H3s

(A) Aligned 3D structures of CDR-H3swith CCX5CX4Cmotifs, forming a conserved double-disulfide bond (yellow), in three anti-HIV-1 broadly neutralizing VRC01-

class antibodies (blue, green, and magenta) are shown.

(B) WebLogo generated from a group of 46 CDR-H3s presenting a 4-cysteine motif, CCX5CX4C, as found in dataset A, which is similar to that found in VRC01-

class antibodies.

(C) Circular phylogram showing the relationship among CDR-H3s of 46 human antibodies with different IGHV germline lineages and the three VRC01-class

antibodies derived from the IGHV1-2 lineage.

(D) CDR-H3s containing CCX5CX4Cmotifs in 46 human antibodies identified in dataset A are shownwith IGHV germline families and aa lengths. Anti-HIV VRC01-

class antibodies use the IGHV1-2 germline with CDR-H3 lengths of 25 aa, whereas those 46 human antibodies were found to have diverse IGHV germline usages

and CDR-H3 lengths in the range of 14–31 aa.
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and CX6C, were found to adopt b-hairpin folds as stabilized by

disulfide bridges. In addition, they mostly appeared protruding

and oriented themselves either pointing toward or bending

away from the light chains (Figure S5), thereby creating a reper-

toire of structurally diverse and stable paratopes. Finally, these

results suggested that human antibodies containing non-canon-

ical cysteine motifs with diverse patterns might be potentially

useful to recognize a range of antigens through molecular mim-

icry mechanisms, such as the conserved extracellular cysteine-

tethered loops found in the Cys-loop ligand-gated ion channel

receptors (Thompson et al., 2010) and cysteine noose domains

in anti-viral proteins (Lee et al., 2018).

Multiple Non-canonical Cysteine Motifs Exist and
Reveal Immunogenetic Mechanisms
To find out whether human antibodies have multiple cysteines in

CDR-H3s, we used dataset A to analyze CDR-H3s of varied

lengths that contain between three and six cysteines. To enable

this analysis, we defined a pattern as an exact arrangement of

cysteine residues within CDR-H3s that are interspersed and/or

flanked by given number of aas. The aa compositional diversities

of the interspersing and flanking segments increase the unique-

ness of CDR-H3s. In this manner, we found a range of patterns

defined by the distinct number of aas that separate and/or flank

cysteines, ranging from 1 to 8, which are given in Figure S6. The
variations in the number of aas for three- and four-cysteine

motifs were found to be larger compared with other cysteine

motifs, leading to a higher number of unique patterns for these

categories (Figure 1C). Specifically, for the three-cysteine

motif X1C1X2C2X3C3X, we identified 9,561 unique patterns

(324,991 unique sequences); for the four-cysteine motif

X1C1X2C2X3C3X4C4X5, 11,407 unique patterns were found

(62,542 unique sequences). Furthermore, we identified excep-

tional five- and six-cysteinemotifs within CDR-H3s of human an-

tibodies, which had 4,850 and 1,203 unique patterns, respec-

tively (10,204 and 1,493 unique sequences). The high-

frequency motifs containing three to six non-canonical cysteines

from a subset of CDR-H3s with diverse patterns selected from

dataset A are shown using sequence logos in Figure 7. The

free cysteines available from any of these one- to seven-cysteine

motifs in CDR-H3s may form disulfide bonds between CDR-H3

and other parts of VHs (CDR-H1, FR2, CDR-H2, or FR3), as

shown in Figure 2, leading to more complex cysteine patterns.

The diversity of multiple cysteine patterns may have evolved

from several sources, including IGHD germline-encoded cyste-

ines, SHM, and D-D fusion. To assess the extent of D-D fusion

occurring in four-cysteine motifs of CDR-H3s, we calculated

the frequencies of co-existing germline-encoded two-cysteine

motifs that could be formed by potential V(DD)J recombination

(Briney et al., 2012). The potential frequencies of D-D fusion
Cell Reports 31, 107831, June 30, 2020 7



Figure 6. Structural Conformation of CX4C Motifs Observed in CDR-H3s of Human Antibodies

(A) CX4C motifs in CDR-H3s of human antibodies forming different types of b turns are shown in a stick representation. Black dots denote hydrogen bonds

mimicking i / i + 3 classical hydrogen bonds found in classical b turns, and yellow dots represent other hydrogen bonds existing between backbone atoms or

backbone and side-chain atoms.

(B) PDB codes, sequence, disulfide bond distances, and dihedral angles for tetrapeptides of CX4C motifs, along with b turn types, are given.
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involving either of the two IGHD germlines that encode two-

cysteine motifs (CC, CX3C, and CX4C), as observed in dataset

A, is shown in Figure S7A. We identified the diverse D-D fusions

in many human CDR-H3s containing the four-cysteine motifs.

Some of those high-frequency, four-cysteine motifs formed by

the D-D fusion are shown by selected sequence logos (Fig-

ure S7B). These depict relevant D germline-encoded cysteine

motifs, along with changes in other aas induced by SHM.

DISCUSSION

Detailed immunogenetics analysis of the available NGS data

from the largest single collection of BCRs (Briney et al., 2019),

comprising of nearly 3 billion antibody VH sequences, brought

to light the landscape and diversity of non-canonical cysteines

in human VH repertoire. This has been incomprehensible until

now. We identified more than 12 million unique VH sequences

containing non-canonical cysteines with exceptionally diverse

motifs and potential disulfide loops of varying in size and compo-

sition involving CDR-H3s. These findings have implications for

understanding how non-canonical cysteines strategically occur

in the human antibodyome and the role they can play to expand

the paratope space that were thought to be rare or absent. These

results will trigger future studies on the design and development

of novel human antibodies that can potentially access epitopes

generally considered inaccessible.

This study revealed the potential for the formation of intra-

CDR-H3 disulfide bonds and those between CDR-H3 and other

CDRs or FRs of human VHs. It also showed the range of inter-

vening aas within any two non-canonical cysteines that exist in

CDR-H3s. In addition, the present analysis uncovered various

three-, four-, five-, and six-cysteine motifs in human CDR-H3s.

We could expect that some of these CDR-H3s with multiple

non-canonical cysteines form the extended b-hairpin structures

stabilized by single- and double-disulfide bonds as seen in other

proteins (Gunasekaran et al., 1997). The contiguous double cys-

teines observed with a large prevalence in the expressed human
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antibody repertoire might form a new class of antibodies with

vicinal disulfides, which might provide biological roles through

allosteric function or binding to sugar or multiring ligandmoieties

(Carugo et al., 2003; de Araujo et al., 2013; Richardson et al.,

2017). The new information of patterns and motifs associated

with non-canonical cysteines in CDR-H3s of human antibodies

can guide the designs of novel cysteine nooses and cysteine-

containing long CDR-H3 libraries. The diverse non-canonical

cysteine motifs in human CDR-H3s may also be useful for

computational design of new antibodies. Furthermore, the

finding of certain non-canonical cysteine-enriched VHs can be

used to trace the phylogeny of broadly neutralizing anti-HIV an-

tibodies that have disulfide-bonded CDR-H3s for identifying pu-

tative templates for the B cell-lineage immunogen design (Hay-

nes et al., 2012).

Although comparatively rare in humans, the presence of high

cysteine numbers and motifs in CDR-H3s, as consistently

observed in multiple individuals, is reminiscent of that found

in chicken, camel, llama, shark, and cow. Knowledge of non-

canonical cysteines and better understanding of their roles in

creating genetic diversity and distinct paratope surfaces of

these non-human species have led to the development of

several promising antibody-discovery platform technologies

(Feng et al., 2019; Gjetting et al., 2019; Könitzer et al., 2017;

Muyldermans, 2013; Muyldermans and Smider, 2016). In

contrast, for human, it was generally held that such genetic

and structural diversity did not exist. This consequently

thwarted the development of potential human antibody thera-

peutics that could capitalize on non-canonical cysteines in hu-

man CDR-H3s. With this new information, the multifaceted

roles of cysteines in the conformational stabilization of peptides

and proteins (Góngora-Benı́tez et al., 2014) may be applicable

to human antibodies with disulfide-bonded CDR-H3s. Intra-

CDR-H3 disulfide bridges in humanized antibodies isolated

from chicken showed normal expression and stability similar

to those from fully human antibodies in clinical development

(Gjetting et al., 2019). In addition, aggregation-resistant human



Figure 7. Three- to Six-Cysteine Motifs Observed in a Subset of Human CDR-H3s Showing Diverse Patterns
(A–D) Relative abundance of different aas between and flanking conserved cysteines in (A) three-cysteine, (B) four-cysteine, (C) five-cysteine, and (D) six-cysteine

motifs within a selected sets of high-frequency CDR-H3s (dataset A) are displayed as WebLogos. The number of CDR-H3s contributing to each pattern is given

underneath each sequence logo.
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VHs selected by an in vitro method were found to have intra-

and inter-CDR-H3 disulfide bonds (Arbabi-Ghahroudi et al.,

2009). More importantly, human antibodies containing disul-

fide-bonded CDR-H3s can form pre-configured, rigid struc-

tures that may not incur a large entropic penalty for interacting

with protein antigens (Goldenzweig and Fleishman, 2018).

Therefore, one can envisage, using newly found knowledge

from this analysis, the design of antibodies, or human antibody

libraries, with long disulfide-bonded CDR-H3s to bind recessed

or concave epitopes. Furthermore, human antibodies contain-

ing multiple disulfide bridges and ultra-long CDR-H3s identified

in this study could mimic some disulfide-rich ligands, recep-

tors, and ion channel inhibitors (Góngora-Benı́tez et al., 2014;

Osbourn, 1997). Moreover, it is important to appreciate that

the redox potential and metal binding capacity of cysteine mo-

tifs (Miseta and Csutora, 2000) in CDR-H3s could make them

suitable for catalytic functions (Chmura et al., 2001; Pollack

et al., 1989), because it is being realized that protective and

pathogenic catalytic antibodies occur naturally (Bowen et al.,

2017). Another possible role for cysteine-containing CDR-H3s

may be to form a covalent antigen-antibody complex to serve

immunoregulatory function (Taylor et al., 1979). A similar idea

had been previously proposed for ab T cell receptors (TCRs)

containing a central CDR3 cysteine, whereby an inter-TCR di-

sulfide bond between central CDR3 cysteines or a disulfide

bond between the CDR3 cysteine and a cysteine in the pep-

tide-major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is hypothesized

to induce strong TCR signaling (Wirasinha et al., 2018). Finally,

some cysteine motifs in CDR-H3s of human antibody se-

quences with certain aa lengths and compositions may form

predictable, canonical structures that might help define new
H3 rules (Shirai et al., 1996). Overall, these results provide the

fundamental framework for understanding the role of non-ca-

nonical cysteines in shaping the complex paratope diversity

in human antibody VH repertoires. They can serve as a guiding

resource to enable novel designs of human antibody libraries

and in silico disulfide-engineered antibodies and ultimately

lead to the discovery and development of a new class of human

antibodies.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

NGS datasets of human antibody VH repertoires available from two different studies involving ten and three individuals were down-

loaded at GitHub (http://www.github.com/briney/grp_paper) and Dryad (https://datadryad.org/stash/dataset/doi:10.5061/dryad.

35ks2) respectively. These refer to datasets A and B, respectively, from the ten and three individuals (Tables S1 and S2). To analyze

the dataset A, all unique in-frame VH amino acid sequences with annotated IGHV, IGHD and IGHJ germline gene families, CDR-H3s

and isotype information were extracted using UNIX scripts. All IGHV, IGHD and IGHJ germline gene families in the dataset A were

previously annotated using Abstar (version 0.3.3, https://github.com/briney/abstar/releases) and deposited into GitHub public re-

pository. All IGHD gene segments in a total of 106,521,023 sequences were annotated except for 88,526 (dataset A). This is probably

because inferring the D gene usages could be impossible or misleading under certain circumstances such as for shorter IGHD seg-

ments (ex. 3 aas) and ambiguities existing due to junctional modification, D-D fusion and multiple SHM events. The CDR-H3 aa

lengths as well as cysteine numbers in CDR-H3s and VHs were further calculated from the extracted data. Human IGHD germline

segments encoding non-canonical cysteines and IGHD segments expressed in human VH repertoire were curated (Table S3A).

The total numbers of CDR-H3s and those containing non-canonical cysteines involving different IGHD gene segments were calcu-

lated (Table S3B). The IGHD germline segments encoding CC, CX3C, CX4C motifs for the potential creation of four-cysteine motifs

due to possible V(DD)J recombinations were inferred (Figure S7A). JMP SQL was used to retrieve the selected CDR-H3s with D-D

fusions and shown with WebLogos (Figure S7B). It should be noted that annotated CSV and JSON files as downloaded from GitHub

contained the consensus sequences from nearly 3 billion VHs. However, most of the clusters contained only a single sequence and

many of the consensus sequences could be identified in the raw datasets.

METHOD DETAILS

Computational analysis and identification of non-canonical cysteine motifs
The extracted information from the dataset A containing CDR-H3 sequences with non-canonical cysteines, CDR-H3 lengths,

cysteine numbers, and names of IGHV, IGHD and IGHJ germline gene families were imported into JMP to create Data Tables,
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enabling the analysis of large datasets. For analysis of dataset B, productive and unique CDR-H3 amino acid sequences were ex-

tracted from bothmemory and naive B cell receptors for which cysteine numbers were calculated and imported into JMP. Frequency

distributions for the numbers of non-canonical cysteines in datasets A and B were calculated using JMP and shown in Tables S1 and

S2 respectively. The bivariate normal density analysis for IGHV germline genes and cysteine numbers for different antibody isotypes

from the dataset A was performed with 90% coverage using JMP Query Builder (Figure S1). Specific SQL queries were created and

executed for generating data needed for analyzing the frequency distribution of cysteine numbers in CDR-H3s (Figure 1A) and VHs

(Figures 2A–2H) as well as CDR-H3 AA lengths (Figure 1B). CDR-H3swere grouped into 3 different length categories such as average

(up to 15 aa), long (16-25 aa) and ultra-long (26 – 39 aa) for analyzing the influence of non-canonical cysteines. Frequency plots were

made of CDR-H3 length categories using the JMP and calculated the percentages of all CDR-H3s as well as those that contain non-

canonical cysteine only for datasets A and B (Figure S2). We created a dataset of 313,492 VHs which had a single cysteine in CDR-

H3s and contained single cysteines elsewhere in their VHs.We used scripting and JMP analysis for identifying the cysteine containing

motifs in CDR-H1, FR2, CDR-H2 and FR3 and used WebLogos for depicting the locations of non-canonical cysteines (Figure 2I). To

further analyze possible cysteine containing motifs and their unique patterns in CDR-H3s, we searched for all tandem cysteines,

either interspersed with other amino acids or contiguous, as occurred in the dataset A by using JMP scripts (Figures 1C and 1D).

The distance between two cysteines in terms of AA length (Xn) for all observed CXnC motifs in CDR-H3s were calculated. A contour

plot, having the x axis with number of AAs and the y axis with number of motifs on a log10 scale, was generated using JMP. Mapping

of CXnC motifs based on known functional information from the PDB was carried out (Figure 3A). WebLogos were created and

stacked to depict diverse CXnC motifs with a range of Xn values observed in dataset A (Figure 3B). To study the diversity of CX4C

motifs, all tetrapeptides in between the two cysteines occurring in the CDR-H3s, CX4C, were extracted by using JMP SQL query.

Frequencies of tetrapeptides and position-specific AA composition were calculated, and the results were visualized with a Treemap

chart and a histogram respectively (Figures 4A and 4B). Top ranking unique CX4Cmotifs in CDR-H3s that occurred at least more than

1000 times were selected and drawn with a Treemap chart using JMP (Figure S3). Atomic coordinates were downloaded for anti-

bodies containing non-canonical cysteines and their complexes from the PDB for further analysis and visualizations (Figures S4

and S5). The frequency distributions for number of aas that separate, and flank cysteines were calculated and visualized using box-

plots using JMP graph builder (Figure S6). The potential D-D fusions in CDR-H3s were queried using SQL by selecting germline-en-

coded non-canonical cysteine motifs and illustrated with sequence logos (Figure S7).

Structural analysis of CDR-H3 disulfide motifs
The MOE Antibody Database as implemented in version 2018.01 was used to identify the 3D structures of antibodies that contain

disulfide motifs in their CDR-H3s. By selecting the MOE internal database of Antibody Project Search panel and CDR_H3 sequence

along with expression, $CDR_H3 and prosite ‘‘C,’’ we obtained a list of all PDB codes with other information such as resolution, spe-

cies andCDR lengths for structurally characterized antibodies containing cysteinemotifs in CDR-H3s.We further selected antibodies

of human origin possessing the intra-disulfide bonded CDR-H3s in the scFv and Fab formats. The germline IGHV and IGLV/IGLK

gene families were annotated using the NCBI IgBLAST. Structural analysis of antibodies and complexes was performed to examine

conformations of CDR-H3s, particularly, cysteine motifs, and the role of CDR-H3s in antigen-antibody interactions using MOE and

PyMOL. The CDR-H3s bearing CCX5CX4C motifs identified in 46 antibodies from this analysis were aligned and the circular phylo-

gram was constructed using Neighbor-Joining method within the CLC Main Workbench.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

JMP (version 14.2.0, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) statistical software was used for data analysis, statistical calculations and gener-

ating all plots. Ribbon diagrams of antibodies and their complexes were made using PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (version

2.2.3 Schrödinger, LLC). Analysis of antibody structural database, as built from the Protein Data Bank (https://www.rcsb.org),

was performed using MOE (Version 2018.01, Chemical Computing Group). Phylogenetic tree was generated with CLC Main Work-

bench (version 8.1). Sequence logos for cysteine containing CDR-H3s were generated by WebLogo server (version 2.8.2, https://

weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi).
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